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While watching a YouTube woodworking video, I came across a reference to a double sided tape called 

Speed Tape (https://www.fastcap.com/product/speedtape, 1”x50ft, paper backed, $9.82). The video 

author said that he used Speed Tape for all his applications. Even though I am happy with the double 

sided tape sold by Woodworker’s Supply (Tesa brand, catalog number 813-273, 1”x75 ft, cloth backed, 

$21.19), I thought I would purchase the Speed Tape and give it a try. My initial reaction was that the 

Speed Tape left a residue on the wood that had to be cleaned up. I put the issue aside until recently and 

decided to do a side by side comparison on MDF since I commonly use MDF for jigs. Figure 1 shows the 

two tapes applied to the MDF surface. 

 

Figure 1: Tape as applied to MDF; Speed Tape on left and Tesa on right. 

Figure 2 shows the two tapes as removed from the MDF; Speed Tape on left and WWS/Tesa on the 

right. The copper tubing is there only to hold down the Speed Tape during the photograph. The tape 



portion of the Speed Tape is white so the brown you see on the photograph is MDF residue when the 

tape was removed. There is very little MDF residue on the WWS/Tesa brand.  

 

Figure 2: Residue comparison for Speed Tape and WWS/Tesa tapes. 

For MDF applications, the WWS/Tesa tape is the clear winner; A) it leaves little or no sticky residue and 

B) for compressed wood fiber materials like MDF, very little material is removed when the tape is 

removed. 

Since I also use Melamine/MDF core for templates, I adhered both Speed Tape and WWS/Tesa to a 

Melamine sample. A slight amount of adhesive was left behind from the Speed Tape and a smaller 

amount from the WWS/Tesa tape. 

 


